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111. Paths of Economic Growth that
are Optimal with Regard only
Final States :
A Turnpike Theorem'
In this paper I consider the problem of determining best paths of economic growth,
when the citerion of preference among paths focuses entirely upon the final state. This
problem is considered within the framework of a model of a closed economy with constant
returns to scale, of the type proposed by von Neumann in his paper on balanced growth
equilibrium [ 5 ] . The main result (section 5 ) is that under certain conditions all best
growth paths must be " close " to the von Neumann path of balanced growth, except
possibly for a finite number of periods, which number is independent of the length of the
path. Within the frameworl< of this model of the closed economy, the two most restrictive
conditions are (1) that the preference function on the final states be homogeneous, and
(2) that the von Neuniann balanced growth path be the unique profit maximizing direction
of growth under the von Neumann equilibrium prices.
One source of interest in such results may be the general problem of planning economic
growth. In particular, they point to the possibility of planning the direction of growth
over a fairly long period without precise specification of a social preference ordering of
final states.
Although in the optimization problems discussed here the criterion of preference is
focused upon the final states, this does not imply that social wants during intermediate
states are necessarily ignored. Human services constitute an important group of " commodities," and consumption needs can be expressed in a limited way in terms of the
technology of the production of services.
The problem and results considered in this paper were suggested by certain problems
of efficient capital accumulation discussed by Dorfman, Samuelson and Solow in [I].
The problem I pose is, however, somewhat more general than theirs in certain directions,
and the methods of proof are different.
I believe that this problem area has come to be known under the general heading
o f " The Turnpike Theorem," the " turnpike " in this case being the von Neumann path.3

' This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract Nonr-222(77), project
NR 049 029 with the University of California. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any
purpose of the United States government.
I wish to thank G. Debreu, F. Hahn, and R. Solow for helpful comments and criticisms.
I am indebted to a recent talk by Professor J. R. Hicks for my own introduction to this topic.
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No attempt will be made here, however, to trace the history of this topic, nor of the general
topic of balanced growth. The model of production and balanced growth used here is
essentially due to Gale [2]. I have followed the excellent treatment of Karlin in chapter 9
of [3], to which the reader is also referred for references to other work. A recent paper
by Malinvaud [4] should also be mentioned.
Section 2 below sets out the model of production used here, section 3 the class of
preference functions for final states, and section 4 the concepts of prices, interest, profit,
and balanced growth equilibrium. The " turnpike theorem" is presented and proved
in the final section.

2. Production

I will deal with the so-called " closed model of production," which is somewhat of
a generalization of the model used by von Neumann in his well-known paper [ 5 ] on
balanced growth (for a discussion of the general closed model, with references, see, for
example, Karlin [3], section 9.10).
There is a fixed list of commodities, numbered from 1 to M. Production takes place
during each of a sequence of periods. At the beginning of each period, some vector
x of nonnegative quantities of the various commodities is used up as an input, and at the
end of the period a vector y is produced as an output, this output being available for use as
input for production in the next period. The vectors x and y are of course each in Mdimensional Euclidean space, the nonnegative part of which will be called the commodity
space. The set of technologically possible pairs (x, y) is assumed to be the same for every
period, and is denoted by T.

I will assume throughout this paper:
A l . T is a closed cone in the nor~negariveorthant of 2M-dimensional Euclidean space.

The interpretation of A1 is that the technology exhibits continuity and constant
returns to scale. The interpretation of A2 is that it is impossible to produce something
from nothing.
The following definitions will be useful:
D l . x is balanced if there is a real number p > 0 such that (x, px) is in T. The number p is called an associated growth factor. (The associated growth rate is (p - I).)
02. The coeficiet~tof expansion of any pair (x, y) is1
A(x, y) = max {c 1 y 2 cx).

03. A sequence {s,) N of commodity vectors is called feasible, given x,, if (x,, x,+,)
n-0

i s i n T f o r n = O , 1, . . . , N - 1 .

y

For vectors y and z, y 1 z denotes yc Z
> z denotes yi > zf,i -- 1, . . . , M.

zr, i

-

1,

. . . ,M ;

y

> z denotes y 2 z and y

# z; and
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Example 2.1.

M

=

2, and T is the set of all ( x , y ) such that
y:

+ 42 5 k x,x,,

xl, x z , Y,, 3f2 all 2 0,
where k is some positive number.
Example 2.2 (von Neumann).
T

=

{ ( x , y )I y

=

Ba, x

=

Aa, a 2 0 )

where A and B are matrices with nonnegative elements. The co-ordinates of the vector
a are to be interpreted as the " levels " or " intensities " of a certain finite number of
productive processes. In this case T is a polyhedral cone.

3. Terminal Objectives
This paper is concerned with feasible sequences that, given N and x,, maximize u ( x , ~ )
in the set of all feasible sequences { x , ) N , where u is some given function on the commodity
n=O

space. Such a sequence will be called u-optimal.
The interpretation of the above is that the planner's (or " society's ") preferences
among feasible sequences depend only upon comparisons among the terminal states of
such sequences, the function u representing those preferences.
The following assumptions are made about the preference function u.
A 3 . u is nonnegative and continuous on the commodity space, and there exists x such
that u(x) > 0.

A4. u is " quasi-homogeneous," i.e., for all nonnegative M-dimensional vectors x'
and x u , and all numbers k > 0, u ( x l ) 2 u(x") i f a n d only i f u ( k x l ) 2 ~ ( k x " ) . Without loss
of generality one may take u to be homogetzeous of'degree 1.

Example 3.1. ir(x) = H E , x?, where the

mi

are fixed nonnegative numbers.

I

Example 3.2. u ( x ) = max{c xi 2 c r i , i = 1, . . . , M ) , where the at are fixed nonnegative numbers with C x i = 1. In this case the numbers a(, . . . , X M represent the
" desired proportions " of the several commodities.
Exanlple 3.3. ~ ( x=
) C E , wi x,, where n, 2 0. In this examp!e, wi could be the price
of commodity i, so that zi(s)would be the value of x under the set of prices w,, . . . , w ~ .

4. Prices, Interest, Profit, and Balanced Growth Equilibrium
The proof of the turnpike theorem of this paper makes use of certain " shadow
prices," by comparing the growth of a corresponding " shadow profit " along alternative
paths of growth. Thus, for any nonegative M-dimensional vector p, any positive real
number p, and any pair (x,),) of commodity vectors, the quantity
P.(Y - vx.1
may be interpreted as profit, if p is thought of as a price vector and p an interest factor
(where p.z denotes the scalar product EM, pizi), although these terms are only suggestive.
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0 4 . (p, p) is called an equilibrium price-interest pair if

(a) p-(y - px) 5 0 for all (x,y) in T;
(b) P 2 0, p > 0.
Von Neumann, and others following him, showed that under certain conditions on
the production possibility set T, there exist 2, p and p such that
(1) 2 is balanced, with growth factor p,
(2) ( P , ~ i)s an equilibrium price-interest pair.
A triple (2,p,p) satisfying (1) and (2) will here be called a von Neumann balanced
growth equilibrium.
For example, it can be shown that conditions (1) and (2) follow from assumption
A2, and the following assumptions (see Karlin 131, vol. 1, sec. 9.10, and the references
given there) :
Al'.
space.

T is a closed convex cone in the nonnegative orthant of 2M-dimensional Euclidean

A5. If (x,y) is in T, and x' 2 x, y' S y, then (x', y') is in T.
A6. For every i = 1, . . . , M, there is an (x,y) in T for which the ith co-ordinate of y
is strictly positive.

The interpretation of Al' is that, in addition to Al, when some variables are fixed,
one has nonincreasing marginal productivity in all other variables. A5 can be interpreted
as stating that disposal activity is costless; A6, that every commodity can be produced.
The ray through 2 will be called the von Neumann ray.
An additional consequence of the above assumptions is

i.e., that x, when used as an input, yields the greatest possible coefficient of expansion.
Indeed, it is this last fact that leads one to suspect that there is some intimate connection
between optimal growth and von Neumann equilibrium.
5. A " Turnpike Theorem": The Relation between u-Optimal Sequences and von Neumann
Balanced Growth Equilibrium
In this section I show that under certain conditions, including a uniqueness property
of the von Neumann ray, all u-optimal sequences must be " close " to the von Neumann
ray except possibly for a finite number of periods, which number is independent of the
length of the sequence.
First, I define a " distance " between two vectors that is essentially equivalent to the
angle between them.

(where, as usual, /\xll = (x.x)l12).
THEOREM.Under assumptions A1 to A4, if
(i) (3,p, p) is a von Neumann equilibrium,
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(ii) pa(y- px) < 0 for all (x, y) in T that are not proportional to (2,p2),
(iii) there is a number K > 0 such that for all commodity vectors x, u(x) I
Kp-x,
(iv) an initial commodity vector x, is given such that for some number L > 0,
(x,, L2) is in T,
(v) u(2) > 0;
then, for any E > 0 there is a number S such that for any Nand any u-optimal sequence
the number of periods in which d(xn, 2) 2 E cannot exceed S.
{xn)r=:'=,,
It should be noted that the number S is independent of the length N of the sequence
considered.
A number of remarks on conditions (i) to (v) follow the proof of the theorem.

LEMMA. Under assumptions A1 and A2, and conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem,
e, it
for any E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that for any (x, y) in T for which d(x,2) I
follows that
p-y 5 (p - 8) p-x.
Proof of Lemma. It follows from A1 and A2 that the set
7-1

= (Y l (x,y) in T. llxll = 1)

is bounded. For if not, there is a sequence (xk,yk) such that /jxk/l= 1, and llyk II -+
but then the sequence
k

being bounded and in T, has a limit point (0,J) in T, with

IIjjII

=

=

;

1, 2, etc.,

1, which contradicts A2.

I now proceed to prove the lemma.
Suppose to the contrary that there is an
p-xk > 0, d(xk, 2) 2

E

and
P ' Yk
p'xk

(4)

By normalization, one may take

E

-

> 0 and a sequence (xk, yk) in T such that

P.

1,
Hence the sequence (xk, yk) is bounded, and so has a limit point (2,j). Since the sequence
p . xk is also bounded, it follows from (4) that p . (g - p2) = 0; but this last, together
with the fact that (2,jj) cannot be proportional to (2, pf), contradicts condition (ii). Thus
the lemma is proved.
II~kll=

Proof of Theorem. First define a feasible sequence (z,,),N,, by

The idea of the proof is to show that the sequence (2,) is better than any sequence that
departs too far for too long from the von Neumann ray (even though {Zn) may not itself
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be u-optimal). Consider any c > 0 and any sequence {xn}$ that is feasible given x,.
For any period n for which d(x,,2) 2 E,it follows from the lemma that
P .Xn+, 5 (P - alp. xn,
(6)
where 8 > 0 is as in the lemma. On the other hand, it follows from the definition of a
von Neumann equilibrium that for all n one has at least

(7)
Suppose that d(x,, 2) 2

E

p S x n + l d pp'xn.
for P periods. Then from (6) and (7) one has
p

(8)

. XN

2 (p - 8)P pN-Pp

. x0.

Hence, by condition (iii),

(9)
U(XN)2 K( ppN-p p .x0.
On the other hand, by (5) and the homogeneity of u,
= LpN-I u(i)
u(~?N)
(10)
Combining (9) and (10) gives

>

0.

where

Hence, for {xn},Nto be optimal, surely

P

s

log C
-------- .
log P

Hence the proof is completed by taking

s = max

[I,

I.

1% (PIP
loge- 6)

Remark 1. Condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is fulfilled if, in particular, T is a " strictlyconvex cone " with nonempty interior.' To see this, suppose to the contrary that (x', y')
in T is not proportional to ( 2 , j ) (where j = pi), and that p (y' - px') = 0. Let (x,y)
= &(i,j)
+(x',y1); then it follows that p (y - px) = 0. But (x,y) is in the interior
of T; hence there exist sufficiently small commodityvectors a and b such that (x a, y b)
is in T, and such that p . (b - pa) > 0. This last implies, however, that p [(y b) p(x
a)] > 0, which contradicts the assumption that (2, p, p) is a von Neumann
equilibrium.

+

-

+

+

+

+

A convex cone C will be said to be a " strictly-convex cone " if for any and 6 in C that are not
proportional, and any a for which 0 < a < 1, the point aa (1 - a)b is in the interior of C. Note that
a " strictly-convex cone " is not a strictly convex set!

+
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It should be added that the converse of this remark is not true. It would be interesting
to have a simple characterization of those cones T that do satisfy (ii). It should also be
added that (ii) is typically not satisfied when T is polyhedral (the case treated by von
Neumann) .
Remark 2 . Condition (iii) is fulfilled if, for example, all the co-ordinates of p are
positive.
Remark 3. Condition (iv) is fulfilled if, for example, there is free disposal (A5) and
xo provides positive amounts of all those commodities for which 2 is positive. On the
other hand, Condition (iv) can be weakened to the following: an initial vector x, is given
such that for some number L > 0 and some integer No L 1, there is a feasible sequence from
xo to L2 in No periods.
Remark 4 . Condition (v) can be weakened to the following: for some integer
Nl 2 0 and some commodity vector y for which u(y) > 0, there is a feasible sequence from
2 to y in Nl periods.
With Conditions (iv) and (v) modified as indicated in Remarks 3 and 4, equation (I 1)
would have to be modified to read

Remark 5. Consider the special case of Example 3.3 in which u(x) = w . x, where w
is some k e d vector 2 0. A necessary and sufficient condition that (iii) be satisfied in
this case is that wi = 0 for all i for which pi = 0. (In other words, the preference function
must give no weight to goods that are " free " under the von Neumann equilibrium prices.)
Under these circumstances the smallest value of K that can be used in (iii) is
wi
K = max -,

pi>^

Pi

and, correspondingly, this gives a value of C in the theorem of

Note that this last value for C is not affected by multiplying either p, w, or 2 by a positive
constant, as is to be expected.

Berkeley, California.

ROY RADNER.
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